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TESTING AND COBRA-SFSANALYSIS
OF THE VSC-17 VENTILATED CONCRETE, SPENT FUEL STORAGE CASK

Mikal A, McKInnon Richard C, Schmitt
Ryan E. Dodge EG&G, Idaho
Pacific Northwest Laboratory Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
P.O. Box 999 P,O. Box 1625, TAN 602, MS-9109
Richland, WA 99352 Idaho Falls, lD 83405

ABSTRACT Concrete Cask Testing (CCT) Project to evaluate the
benefits of concrete as a storage cask material and to

A performance test of a Pacific Sierra Nuclear VSC-17 provide assistance In licensing activities Ifappropriate,
ventilated concrete storage cask loaded with 17 canis-
ters of consolidated PWRspent fuel generating approxl- In 1987, DOE Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
mately 15 kW was conducted, a The performance test Management Initiated activities to obtain concrete stor-
included measuring the cask surface, concrete, air age modules for testing that could be used at reactors
channel surface, and fuel temperalurus, as well as cask or Federal Interim storage or disposal sites, The meal-
surface gamrna and neutron dose rates, Testing was ules/casks were to be different from those previously
performed using vacuum, nitrogen, and heliurn backfill tested at GE-Morris by DOE and EPRI, at INEL by DOE,
environments, Pretest predictions of cask thermal per- Vlrglnla Power, and EPRI at H,8, Robinson Nuclear
forrnance were made using the COBRA..SFScomputer Reactor by DOE, Carolina Power and Lighl, and EPRI1_
code, Analysis results were within 15"C of measured but were to be similar to those concepts that could be
peak fuel temperature. Peak fuel temperature for nor- employed at nuclear reactor sites and Federal facilities.
mal operation was 321°C. In general, the surface dose In late 1988 DOE entered Into a Cooperative Agreement
rates were less than 30 mrem/h on the side of ihe cask with Pacifiu Sierra Nuclear Associates (PSN) to demon-
and 40 mrem/h on the top of the cask, strafe the performance of a small ventilated concrete

storage cask.
INTRODUCTION

This summary report focuses on a heat transfer
Since the enactment of the Nuclear Waste Policy and shielding performance test conducted on a Pacific

Act in 1982, large metal spent fuel storage casks have Sierra Nuclear VSC-17 pressurlzed,.waterreactor (PWR)
been evaluated through tests and analyses for interim spent fuel storage cask loaded wllll consolidated spent
or lag slorage at uliltly reactors and for use in Federal fuel, Additional Information of the perforrnance test can
facilities associated with storage/disposal systems, be found In reference 7. l'he performance testing con-
Conceptual designs and analyses for Interim or lag sisted of pretest preparations, performance testing, and
storage indicate that concrete spent fuel storage casks post-test actlvitles, Pretest preparations Involved
may be economically and technically competitive with performing pre¢lictlve code analyses and conducting
metal casks. Therefore, it was desirable to cond,Jct a cask-handllng dry (cold) runs, The performance tests

included six runs with the cask in a vertical orlenlation,
four vent blockage conditions, and three backfill
environments,

" "l-hework was performed by the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL.)and the Idaho National Engineering CASK DESCRIPTION
Laboratory (INEL) for a cooperative agreement between

= the U,S, Department of Energy, Office of Civilian" The PSN VSC-17 spent fuel storage cask system
Radioactive Waste Management and Pacific Sierra is a passive device for storing 17 assemblies/canisters
Nuclear with support from the Wisconsin Electric and of spent nuclear fuel, The VSC.17 system consists of_

Power Company and the Eleclric Power Research an outer Ventilated Concrete Cask (VCC) and an inner
Instituto. PNL is oporaled for DOE by Battelle Mernorial Multi-Assembly Sealed Basket (MSB), The cask system

_ Institute uncler contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830, is shown in Figure 1, Most of ftle decay heat, gener-
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ated iri the spent fuel, is removed by the coolh]g air flow SPENT FUEL
in the annulus between the MSB and the VCC, Natural
circulation drives the cooling air flow vertically through The spent fuel used in ,his test came from two
the annular path and carries the heat to the outside PWRreactor sources, Surry and Turkey Point, During a
environment without undue heating of the concrete consolidation process8 the fuel rods were removed from
cask, The annular air flow cools the outside of the MSB the Westinghouse 15x 15 PWR spent fuel assemblies
and the inside of the VCC, and placed Into fuel canisters, Two-to-one consolida-

tion was consister_tlyachieved and the canisters had
The cask weighs approximately 80 tons errlpty sufficient room so that a simulated guide tube with

and 110 toils loaded with 17 canisters of consolidated funneFsl]aped tops coulcl be placed tn several of the
fuel. The VCC has a reinforced concrele body will] ai] canisters to provide Iocalions for inserting TC lances
inner steel liner and a weather cover (lid). The MSB during perforrnance testing,
contains a guide sleeve assembly for fuel support and a
composlle shield lid that seals the stored fuel Inside the PRETESTANALYSIS
MSB. The MSB cavity is filled with helium at sllghtly
sub-atmospheric pressure, The helh.imatmosphere The ORIGEN2 code9was used to predict decay
enhances the overall heat transfer capability and pre- heat generaUon rates of the PWR spent fuel used in the
vents oxidation of the fuel and corrosion of tile basket VSC-17 cask performance test, Based on pretest
components, ORIGEN2 predictions, fuel rod decay heat generation

rates totaled approxirnately 14,9 kW during tesUn,q
The VCC is a one-piece reinforced nylh]drical (Table 1). The decay heat output of the canisters of

structure, which provides struclural supporl, shleldir}g, consolidated rods ranged from 700 to 1050W, with an
and natural convection cooling for the MSB, The con- average output per canister of 875 W at the start of
crete wall thickness is sufficient to limit exterior surface testing, The fuel had cooling times of 9 to 15 years,
radiation dose rates to less than 30 mrem/h. The air The fuel loading pattern was selected to create a tern-
inlet and outlet vents are steel lined penetrations that perature profile that would be peaked in the center; the
are non.planar paths to minimize radiation streaming, hottest canisters of fuel were loaded In the center of the
The internal cavity of lile reinforced concrete cask Is cask will] cooler fuel canisters loaded around the out-
formed by a steel cylindrical liner and a flat bottom side,
plate. Two lifling lug assemblies are embedded at the
top face of the cask and are desigrled to lift the cask Figure 2 shows the axial decay heat profile used
vertically. A cask weather cover plate provides addi- for the consolidated fuel canisters, Measured axial
tional shielding and provides a cover to protect the MSB power profiles were not available for predicting axial
from the environrnent, Tile cover Is bolted ii] place and decay heat profiles; therefore, axial gamma rad!alien
has a sheet rubber seal, scans previously obtained on Turkey Point reactor fuel

assemblies were used to predict the fuel's axial burnup
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Table 1, VSC-17 Cask Fuel Canister Com3osition and Loading Arrangement

8lt 5/90
Cool Canister

Assembly Initial
Canister Burnup Enrich, Discharge Time Decay

Location & lD IDs Source GWd/MWT '_" Date Years Heat, W

P15/A1/12 D01/D04 T-P 28,43 2.56 Nov-77 12,7 744
P01/A2/21 N05/N11 S-MC10 26,8/27,0 2,56 Apr-76 14.3 707
P06/A3/07 Wl0/W02 S.TN24P 29,80 3.20 Nov-81 8.8 956
P03/A4/16 N16/N35 S-MC10 26.82 2.56 Apr-76 14,3 704
PO4/A5/24 RO1/R15 S.MC10 35,44 3,10 Feb.79 11,5 1050

P05/A6/08 W52/_/V49 S-TN24P 29.99 3,20 Nov-St 8.8 959
P07/Bl/10 D06/D15 T-P 28.4/27,0 2,56 Nov-77 12,7 744,20
P09/B5/17 R34/R35 S-MC10 35,33 3,10 Feb-79 11.5 1047
P08/B6/09 W38/W01 S-TN24P 29,99 3,20 Nov-81 8,8 962
P17/C 1/11 D35/D40 T-P 28,43 2,56 Nov-77 12,7 744
Pll/C2/15 N37/N17 S-MC10 27,04 2.56 Apr.76 14,3 710
P02/C3/06 Wl 9/W 16 S-TN24P 29.80 3.20 Nov-81 8.8 955
P10/C6/02 W44/W46 S.TN24P 29,99 3.20 Nov-81 8.8 962
PI6/D1/13 D47/D46 T.P 28.43 2.56 Nov.77 12.7 744
P12/D3/04 W34/W27 S-TN24P 30,52 3.20 Nov-81 8,8 981
P14/D5/23 W09 S-MC10 28,28 3,20 Nov-81 8.8 970

R41 S-MC10 35.33 3.10 Feb-79 11.5
P13/D6/03 W28/W17 S-TN24P 29,99 3.20 Nov-81 8.8 9,62

distribution, ORIGEN2 was used with the assembly filled wilh a new gas or evacuated to a vacuu_n, Gas
axial burnup distribution and the reactor operating histo- purity was verified through gas sampling and gas
ry to determine the predicted axial decay heat profile sample analysis,
shown in Figure 2, The axial decay heal profiles were
smoothed for the heat transfer analysis, Axial decay Before testing wilh fuel in the cask, dry/cold runs
heat proliles are important input to heat transler corn- (trial rurls) of cask handling and fuel loading were per-

" purer codes because they strongly influence lhe shape formed, The objectives of the dry runs were to gain
of predicted axial fuel temperature profiles, operational experience and to complete handling and

test procedures, Each dry run was conducted success-
Pretest heat transfer predictions using the fully without unusual problems or significant modifica-

COBRA-SFS computer code 10._2indicated that peak tlor, s to the cask or handling equipment.
cladding ternperatures in vacuum, nitrogen, and helium
with open air cooling vents would be below or near 400, Instrumentation
394, and 315"C, respectively.

: A total of 95 lhermocouples were used to illsIru-
.PEREOR.M_A_.N__CE_T._F-_S]J.N___G_ ment tile cask and fuel, They were located as totlows:

eleven allachecl to the outer surface of the cask, four

The VSC-17 cask performance testing consisted attached to the cask lid, two allached to the weather
- of six test runs which included three internal environ- cover, ten imbedded in the concrete, nine eacll

ments and four vent blockage conditions. The cask attached to the outside surface of the MSB and inner
: orientation was vertical for ali test runs, The first test liner of the cask, one in each air vent, three to measure

run was representative oi the norrnal storage/operating ambienl temperature, and forly-two in seven rC lances,
-- configuration for the cask with a helium cover gas and Tile TC lances were inserled through the cask lid into

ali air venls open. The next three test runs represented six fuel canister and one basket guide tubes, The ther-
various vent blockage conditions: tesi run two had mocouple locations are shown in Figure 3.
one-half the inlet vents blocked, test run three had ali
inlet vents blocked, and test run four had ali of Ule inlet Neutron/.qamma radiation dose rate measure-
and outlet vents blocked, Tesl run five repealed test ments were taken along the outside surface of lhe cask
run one conditions but had a nitrogen cover gas in- and across the top of the cask lid. EG&G Idaho Health
stead oi helium, Finally, test run six lested the cask Physics lechnicians conctuctect the st_rveys using
with a vacuum environment wilh ali the air cooling vents portable instrumenls.
ooen, During performance tesling, lhe cask was double

,,_ pumped and double backlilled each lime it was back-
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Fig, 3, Thermocouple Locations
sent actual profiles, The axial profiles are for the hot

Thermal Performance center assembly, and the radial profiles are for the axial
location corresponding with the TCs embedded in the

The cask tests included assessments of perfor- concrete.

mance with a full load of consolidated fuel (17 canis-

ters), four ventilation blockage conditions, as well as The axial profiles show the srnall effect of con-
Vacuum, nitrogen, and helium backfill environments, vectlon in nitrogen where peak temperatures are
Four to five. clays were required for the cask to reach skewed toward the top oi the cask, In the nitrogen
steady state temperatures after initial conditions were case, convection moves the location oi the peak axial

- established for each test rur_, The test matrix and cerro- temperature from an elovatiorl of about 3,0 m (10 ft) to

spending measured peak guide tube temperatures and about 3.4 m (11,2 II) _,, 1.110helium case, the change is
estirnated peak cladding temperatures are presented in too small to differerl_._,_e,
Table 2, Peak cladding temperatures were estimated

- using predictions from the COBRA-SFS cr ,-purer code, The effect of convection on axial temperature
profiles with consolidated fuel in the cask is much less

The data In Table 2 Indicate thai peak cladding than previously observed for caPks loaded with uncon-

" ternperatures for ali fill gases and ventilation blockage solidated fuel assemblies.213'5 The consolidated fuel
: conditions tested were less than 400°C, In general, the canisters are densely packed and have limited flow

cask heal hansler r)erlorrnnr_co was 9oo(I, The peak areas for the axial flow of g..qscompared to the open
concrete temperatures were loss than 72"C and were design of unconsolidated fuel assemblies, In general,
fairly insensitive to partial blockage of the' iet vents, the consolidated fuel canister blo("',(s most el the gas
The peak fuel temperatures were less thar 315"C for flow through the basket, The h_gh conductivity of hell-
unblocked operation with a helium backfill and the 15 urn masks what little convection may be occurring for
kW cask decay heat load, the heliurn run, Only the verllcal nitrogen run shows

= skewing of the axial temperature profile caused by

Axial and radial ternperature profiles for four of convection.
the six test runs are shown in Figures 4 and 5, Straight

- lines have been used 1oconnect the data points to

. provide ease in ir_terpreting the data and do not re,':,.e-
_
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Table 2, Peak Temperatures for the VSC-17 Cask Loaded with Consolidated Fuel

Est Meas, Est,
Cask Side Max, MSB Peak Peak
Heat Arab, Surf, Colic, Liner Surf, Fuel Clad

Run Backfill/ Load Temp. Temp, Temp, Tenq), TOtal), Temp, l"eml:X
No. Vent Blockage kW °C °C "C "C °C °C "C
1 ' H'67None 14.9 21 37 -' 69 " 86 ---T_O-----_T6-; ' 321
2 He/Half Inlets 14,9 23 41 76 90 145 329 334
3 He/Ali Inlets 14.9 23 56 132 152 202 3'73 378
4 He/In & Outlets 14.9 22 56 141 161 212 376 381

5 Nitrogen/None 14.9 24 40 72 85 145 366 376
6 Vacuum/None 14,9 24 41 72 86 146 384 397

Temperature, '_F
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Fig, 4. Effect of Gas Environment and Vent Blockage on Axial Ternperature Profiles

Radial temperature profiles for four of the six test temperatures throughout the cask, The cask model
runs are shown in Figure 5. At the hot elevation, slgntfl- includes conduction, convection, and radiation heat
cant temperature drops occur between the basket and transfer,
the MSB wall, and between the MSB wall and the inner

liner, Improving the heat path between the basket and The COBRA-SFS predictions of peak guide tube
the MSB wall could increase the heat load capacity of temperatures agree well with experh'nental data, The
the cask ii the heat load capacity is lirnited by the peak largest variation occurrecl for the nitrogen run, where a
allowable fuel temperatures, 15°C higher peak ternperature was predicted. The

mean difference between calculated and measured

Temperature Predictions , peak temperatures for the five test runs was less than
10"C. Ali five simulations either overpredicted the peak

The COBRA-SFS heat transfer code was used to fuel temperature or weTe close to the temperatl_re rnea-
predicl te__peratures in the cask, The code used a half- surernent t_ncertalnly (:t: 4"C). Selected COBRA.SFS
section cask model and a thirleen.r_c, cln lurnpod-roci precliclions comparocl to clala are showll irl Figules 6
rnodel oi the consolidated fuel, COBRA-SFS used con- and 7.

,. servalion oi mass, rnornenlum, and onorqy to calculale

s
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Vent Blockage and Fill Gas Effects - Fladlal Profiles
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Shtol_._cJlj!gPerforrnarlce was not a major problem during the fuel canister air
transfers between the TN-24P and VSC-17 cask,

Garnma and neulron close rates on the top and
side of tile cask are shown In Figures 8 and 9, These Personnel radiation exposures during the
measuremerfls were taken with portable survey Instru- handling, loading, and testing of the VSC-17 cask were
rnents, Removal el ttle top and bottoni nozzles and 40 mrem for TC lance Installation and removal, 10 mrem
spacer grids from:the fuel assemblies In the consollda- for cask handling, and 10 mrern for testing0 Radiation
tlon process rei_oved most of the 6°Co gamma exposures under actual storage scenarios should be
source. . much lower than those encountered during the cask

performance testing effort, Storage does not require tile
The peak total dose rate on the top of the installation of TC lances used In ihe perforrnance test,

weather cover occurred near the edge of the MSB lid
and was 50 mrem/h (40 rnrem/h gamma and 10 mrern/h Durtng VSC-17 testing, unusual pressure
neulron}, The tolal dose rates along most of the cask behavior In the MSB was encountered, The pressure
side were less than 30 mrem/h, predomlnately gamma behavior was attributed to off-gassing of water vapor
(Figure 9). There was a localized radlallon peak of 56 and hydrogen from the neutron shield material in the
mrem/h (prodominately gamma) corresponding to the test lid, The TC lance penetration thlough ttle lid pro-

' Oertler oi the outlet vent, Ttleso peaks would cllsappear vlded a path for the off-gassed material to enter the
if additional gamrn.ashielding was provided In these cask cavity, The commercial casks do not have tile TO
locations. No gamma peak was located at the Inlet lance penetrations and thls problern should not be pres-
vents, ent,

Use of u_conso Idaled fuel in the cask would CONCLUSION
increase garnrna peaks observed at iile edge of tile

:- MSB ltd'and at the outlet air vents, Tests conducted Tile cask performance test demonstrated that
' with the TN-24P cask 4,s(one using unconsolidated the VSC-17 cask could be satlslactorlly handled and

fuel and one using consolidated fuel) indicates that re- loaded dry, lt was concluded that the heat transfer
_._. moval of the non-fuel-bearing eornponents during fuel performance of the cask was good, Peak cladding

consolidation decreased the contact dose rates at the temperatures with a helium backfill were slgnlflcantly
top of the TN-24P cask by a factor of 4, II this sarne less than 340"0 with a total cask heat load of 15 kW.

; dose reduction factor is used with the VSC-17 cask, The shielding performance of the cask met expectations
= then a close rate of 50 mrern/h for consolidated fuel for consolidated fuel, Frorn both heat transfer and

would correspond to the cask design value of 200 shielding perspectives, the VSC-17 cask can be effec-
rnrem/h for unconsolidated fuel. lively hnplernented at reactor sites and cenlral storage

facilities for safe storage of consolidated spent fuel,
The overall shielding perforrnance of the VSC-17 cask Storage of unconsolidated fuel may require some minor
was good with consolidated fuel, A minor refinerrlent In rnodlflcallon In gamma shielding design at the edge of
the gamma shielding design may be required to keep the MSB lid and for tile outlet vents to keep contact
dose rates below 200 mrem/h for unconsolidated fuel. dose rates below 200 mrem/h,
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